WHAT’S NEW IN RADAROPUS 1.42
RadarOpus 1.42 is an intermediate version, only delivered on DVD and as an ISO-image to
new customers of the Endeavour project (Australia). Customers running RadarOpus 1.41 or
Radarony 1.41 will be updated to version 1.43 in one step and at that time get access to all
new implementations, improvements and books contained in version 1.42 as well as in
version 1.43.
This version 1.42 comes with a new look: a new splash screen while RadarOpus is opening
and then new icons in the program itself. The Help on line in different languages has been
updated with screenshots displaying the new layout.
A new engine, RadarOpus Mini, has been developed to power several upcoming low cost
projects. The "Herscu Module Repertory Package" (USA) and the "Endeavour Package"
(Australia) are the first.
The newly conceived "Core Synthesis 2016" contains information on 149 key remedies,
presenting an ideal entry point for the students or for low cost projects.
RadarOpus 1.42 comes with several new books, among others:



A package of 9 new Portuguese books
2 new volumes complete the set of 7 books by Degroote F. (Belgium)

As usual, several free books have been added as well, mainly provings (except for Radarony
and for RadarOpus Mini users).
Backup and restore have been optimized and run up to 30 times faster.
In the patient file (WinChip), several functions have been optimized, such as the
management of mail and the billing functions.

REPERTORY AND MATERIA MEDICA: NEW IMPLEMENTATIONS
 New - RadarOpus 1.42 comes with a new graphical interface. A new set of icons will
appear by default after installing the update. These icons are more modern, shaded
blue and gray so that the content of the screens stands out more clearly. If desired,
support can assist the user to revert to the old graphical interface, after installing
version 1.42. Later on, a function will be added so the user can easily do this
him/herself.
 New - The list of icons has been cleaned up and trimmed to the relevant minimum of
220 icons (before: 418 icons)
 New - Updated Help on line for Dutch, English, French, German, Italian and Spanish:
screenshots and icons of older RadarOpus versions have been replaced to match the
new look of version 1.42. For this work, more than 2.200 HTML -pages have been
reviewed and adapted.
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 New - If there is no help online for a given language, the user is forwarded to the
English help online
 New - The RadarOpus hot keys (quick keyboard commands) have been summarized in
one table, readily accessible from the menu "Help - Useful shortcuts"
 New - A new splash screen appears when the program opens. It highlights RadarOpus'
unique integration of Repertory, Materia Medica and Patient files and shows some
authors collaborating with us (two series during a few seconds each).
 New - RadarOpus Mini. To meet the requirements of several upcoming projects, a new
engine has been developed in addition to the RadarOpus Light, Easy and Pro engines.
As the name indicates, RadarOpus Mini only contains a minimal set of features and
functions allowing the basic use of Repertory, Materia Medica and Patient file
management. This engine will be used to construct low cost projects. RadarOpus Mini
does not have certain features of the upscale versions:
 In the main screen: no TOC icon Families (no family functionality)
 In the main screen: no big icons Search area, Bookmarks, Forward, Backward,
History, Maps, Zoom in and Zoom out
 The related functions and features also have been removed from the menus
 To remove useless subtitles In TOC Repertories and References, these settings
are default:
 In settings "Display", "Group documents by type" is unselected
 In settings "Sorting", at "Sort the list by": "Author" is selected
 RadarOpus Mini allows to copy-paste, e.g. into Word:
 One or more repertory symptoms (with/without remedies)
 An analysis using screenshot (later on, other extended copy-paste
functions will be included as well)
 RadarOpus Mini contains WinCHIP Easy (as WinCHIP Mini has not been
developed yet)
 Free books are not visible for RadarOpus Mini users
 New - A map of Dimitriadis' Therapeutic Pocketbook Method (TRB2). A link in this map
opens all three parts of the book in one click (the book will be made available with
version 1.43.)
 New- The backup and restore function has been significantly optimized. Backup
operations of large databases that previously took several minutes are now performed
in a few seconds. The backup and restore functions are up to 30 times faster. The
restore function can now restore backups made with earlier versions of RadarOpus.
The file structure of the backup is totally different and should not be a concern if you
happen to examine it.
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PATIENT FILE (WINCHIP): NEW IMPLEMENTATIONS
NEW IMPLEMENTATIONS IN ALL WINCHIP VERSIONS (EASY, LIGHT, PRO)

 New - Send mail: in the "Search patients" window, there is a new button to send email
to the patients found by the query
 Administrative window:
o New - If a patient has more than one email address, it is now possible to send
the email to all of his/her addresses. The separator character used by the user's
email client can be set in the Options window
o New - A field “Send mail” where a paper version can be printed and sent to the
patient.

NEW IMPLEMENTATIONS IN WINCHIP LIGHT AND PRO

 New - If a new value is entered in a field, it is automatically added to the field’s list of
data without asking the question "Would you like to add the value to the picklist?".
There is an option in the program’s preferences allowing you to show the question
anyway

NEW IMPLEMENTATIONS IN WINCHIP PRO ONLY

 New - Window "All bills" can be displayed via the menu "View - All bills". In this window
you can see and print all the invoices issued to all patients. The results can be filtered
by year and month if necessary
 New - Billing info
o When printing an invoice, the invoice is automatically saved
o In the Italian version, the feature “Marca da bollo” has been added and its
value can be set in the program’s preferences

NEW BOOKS AVAILABLE FOR RADAROPUS USERS
In this intermediate version 1.42, only two new books will be available for Endeavour
project users: Schroyens F., Core Synthesis 2016 and Van Woensel E., 149 Keynotes,
characteristics and Peculiarities. All other books listed here will be available to all users
with version 1.43.
Books followed by *** must be purchased.
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 English
o DEGROOTE F., Remedy Interactions and Kingdoms (dgt7)***
o DEGROOTE F., Energetic Examination (dgt8)***
The two books above complete the set of 7 books by Degroote. More information on
all books can be found on the page www.archibel.com/filipdegroote.html.
o GRIMES M., A Homeopathic Proving of Melatonin (gms6)
o HATHERLY P., The Homoeopathic Physician's Guide to Lactation (htp2)***
o MASTER F., Homoeopathic Proving of Naja Haje, Naja Mossambica Palida and
Ophiophagus Hannah (mtf47)
o SCHROYENS F., Core Synthesis 2016 (sys3)***
o STÖTELER E., Organopathy, Organ Remedies Burnett (sly1)
o TRIVEDI N., Repertory of Infertility (tvn1)***
o VAN WOENSEL E., 149 Keynotes, Characteristics and Peculiarities (vwe4)***
 German
o ZULIAN M. Index Konzepte (cptind)***
 Italian
o DOMINICI G. PITARI G. GULIA P., Etna lava - Sperimentazione omeopatica della
lava del vulcano Etna (dma1.it)
o RENOUX H. Proving di Helium [Tradotto dal francese da Gabriella Rammairone]
(rnh2.it)
 Portuguese
The following set of 9 Portuguese books will be available together as a package.
o ARAUJO C., Casos Agudos em Homeopathia (arc1.pt)***
o ARAUJO C., Psora - Teoria e prática (arc2.pt)***
o HAHNEMANN S., Organon da Arte de Curar [6ª Ed-5ª Ed] [Traduzido por B.
Mure] (h3.pt)**
o MELO LIMA C., Matéria Médica Lógica e Prática de Homeopatia (mlx2.pt)***
o ROSENBAUM P., Medicina do Sujeito - 40 Lições de Prática Homeopática
Unicista (rsp3.pt)***
o ROSENBAUM P., Mure's Patogenesia Brasileira [Editado por Luz H. e
Rosenbaum P.] (rsp4.pt)***
o ROSENBAUM P., Miasmas, Saúde e Enfermidade Na Prática Clínica
Homeopática (rsp5.pt)***
o VAN DER ZEE H., Miasmas no Trabalho de Parto [Traduzido por Sampaia E.]
(vzh2.pt)***
o VITHOULKAS G., A Essência da Matéria Médica [Traduzido por Sampaio E.]
(vh4.pt)***
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REPERTORY AND MATERIA MEDICA: IMPROVEMENTS
 Fix - In the Polar symptom analysis, if the user takes two symptoms that have the same
opposite polar symptom and the case is saved and later recalled, the program will no
longer crash when clicking on the polarity symptom analysis button
 Fix - In "Tools - Options - Interface - Language of the program", the blank line has been
removed. Also, translations that have not been updated have been removed. As soon
as a translation is up to date, it will be added again
 Fix - In the search result, when copying one or more symptoms (Ctrl-C) and then
pasting them in Word (Ctrl-V), no more strange characters appear
 Fix - When saving an analysis with Ctrl-S, the dialogue window suggests the last
directory used as directory to save the current analysis
 Fix - In Spanish, to search text in the current document, Ctrl-F is the hot key (not Ctrl-B
any more as this hot key is used by WinChip)
 Fix - Help for Herscu module and VES (Vithoulkas Expert System) has been completed in
German and Spanish
 Fix - Radarony users who updated from version 1.38 to version 1.40 now see Prof. To A.
Materia Medica (toa1.zh), which was not the case before.

PATIENT FILE (WINCHIP): IMPROVEMENTS
 Fix - Improved media files management
o A folder for media files has been added where the user can add patient images.
There are no more errors when importing data from WinCHIP 3.x.
o Images of the patient in the bottom-left box are now always shown
o When deleting a patient, a consultation or a sentence, the associated media
files are now deleted as well
 Fix - Consultation text
o In the "codes" picklist, the same value is no longer inserted more than once in
the same sentence
o Text does not scroll to the bottom of the page any more
o Correct page width when the default printer layout is “Landscape”
o Ctrl-A (Cmd-A in Mac) selects the text of all the rows of the first column
o Ctrl-Shift-A (Cmd-Shift-A in Mac) only selects the text of the first column of the
row where the cursor is located
 Fix - When saving an analysis to a patient file, the analysis is now saved with the current
date, not with the consultation date
 Fix- It is no longer possible to add the same value more than once to a pick list
 Fix - In the "Search in patient file" window
o It is now possible to search for the patient's administrative data even when no
address field is included in the query
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o The fields “First name” and “Last name” are not shown twice any more
Fix - Billing info
o The “Payment mode” field is always active now
o The information in the field “Payed” is saved now
o Corrected information in the “New bill” window and in the printed invoice
Fix - In the veterinary version
o In the administrative window, the field “Number of animals” can host 4 digits
(up to 9999 animals now)
o In the vaccinations field, the correct data is shown, no longer the human list of
data
Fix - In the prescriptions tab, it is now possible to add new values to the list of data
Fix - Minor bugs fix, windows layout improvements, functions improvement and
messages correction
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